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Abstract This paper proposes a decision support system to recognizing retinal diseases. This paper uses

a smartphone platform and cloud computing as the base of the system. A microscopic lens is attached into

the smartphone camera to capture the user retinal image for recognizing the user’s retinal condition. An

application is assembled in computer and then installed in to the smartphone. The application role is to

connect between the system in smartphone and system in cloud, the application will send the retinal image

to the cloud system to be classified. The paper uses OCFE (optimized classifier based on feature

elimination) algorithm as the classifier. The retinal image is trained using combination of two

ophthalmology databases DIARETDB1 v2.1 and STARE. Therefore, this system average accuracy is 88%,

while the average error rate is 12%.

요 약 이 논문은 망막 질병을 인지하기 위한 의사결정 지원 시스템을 제안한다. 이 논문은 시스템의 기초로써 스마트

폰 플랫폼과 클라우드 컴퓨팅을 사용한다. 마이크로 렌즈는 사용자의 망막 상태를 인지하기 위해 사용자 망막 이미지

를 캡쳐 할 수 있도록 스마트 폰 카메라에 부착되어 있다. 어플리케이션은 컴퓨터에서 생성된 후에 스마트 폰에 설치된

다. 이 어플리케이션의 역할은 스마트 폰에 있는 시스템과 클라우드에 있는 시스템 사이를 연결시키는 것으로, 어플리

케이션은 분류하기 위해 클라우드 시스템에 망막 이미지를 전송하는 것이다. 이 논문은 분류기로써 OCFE 알고리즘을

사용한다. 망막 이미지는 두 개의 안과학 데이터베이스 DIARETDB1 v2.1과 STARE의 조합을 사용하여 실험하였다.

그리하여 평균 에러율을 12%인 반면에, 이 시스템 평균 정확도는 88%로 나타났다.
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1. Introduction

285 million people are estimated to be

visually impaired worldwide, 39 million are

blind and 246 have low vision. There are

several causes to blindness. The leading

causes of chronic blindness include cataract,

glaucoma, age-related macular degeneration,

corneal opacities, diabetic retinopathy and eye

conditions in children. According to WHO

latest assessment in 2010, cataract is

responsible for 51% of world blindness, which

represents about 20 million people [1].

With grow of eye abnormality and disease

which is leading to blindness, there is also

growing need of fast prevention to blindness.

One of the prevention for blindness is early
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diagnosis of the eye condition. These days to

get the eyes diagnosed, the patient has to go

to the hospital and get their eyes checked and

diagnosed by the professional in the hospital.

But in the rural area it is hard to find

hospital which has the complete facility to

examine eyes. According to [2], age related

cataract in Mongolia, Bangladesh, rural

Indonesia and India which most of them is

developing country. In each developing country

there are still many areas which not

developed enough. There are many researches

that search the solution for that problem. With

the help of new technology the examination in

the rural area is possible now.

This paper provides one of new technology

to help simple eye examination with the use of

smartphone and microscopic lens to provide

early detection for eye diseases. Eye diseases

that included in this case are diabetic

retinopathy, Cataract and Drusen. An application

is installed in android smartphone, the

application sends the retinal image of the user

to the cloud computing system to be classified.

This paper proposes cloud as the database

instead of using the smartphone memory. It

also use cloud to classify the image and

training the dataset. This will reduce the

number of used memory in the smartphone for

the application and optimized the performance of

application in the smartphone.

2. Related Works

2.1 Introduction to the diseases

2.1.1. Cataract

Cataract occurred because an increased

opacity of the crystalline lens that is causing

functional impairment and visual loss. Cataract

normally found in adults over 60 years old, it

also affecting almost half of those aged 75 to

85 years [3]. However, age is not the only

thing that related cataracts. There is other

type such as nuclear cataract [4].

2.1.2 Diabetic Retinopathy

Diabetic Retinopathy is a retinal vascular

disorder that occurs as a complication of

diabetes mellitus (DM). It is characterized by

signs of retinal ischemia or signs of increased

retinal vascular permeability [5]. Diabetic

Retinopathy is a common complication of

diabetes and despite the availability of

effective treatment [6]. Early examination is

necessary to prevent from late recognition and

severe diabetic retinopathy.

2.1.3 Drusen

Drusen are extracellular deposits that accumulate

below the retinal pigment epithelium on Brunch’s

membrane and are risk factors for developing

age-related macular degeneration. Drusen appear as

bump elevations of retinal pigment epithelium

(RPE) viewed at magnifications of 20-40 diameters

and the macular region of the RPE is identifiable

by its heavier pigmentation [7]. Drusen is also one

of Diabetic Retinopathy symptom.

2.2 Diagnosis Systems

There are other systems for eye examination

that have been developed, whether it using

computer or mobile based. Most of them are

system that assembled for identifying Diabetic

Retinopathy.

A decision support is developed using

image processing to examination Diabetic

Retinopathy in [8]. The early signs of Diabetic
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Retinopathy are depicted by microaneurysms

among other signs. Microaneurysms are red

spots of very small diameter, therefore, a

center surround filter with a dark pattern

inside and a brighter one surrounding it is

used as the matched filter.

Another research [9] used MATLAB for

feature extraction from fundus image and after

the features have been extracted it went

through classification. It supports computer-

aided screening system. The system can be

helpful to detect NPDR (non-proliferative

diabetic retinopathy) in the retinal images and

also to facilitate the graders or ophthalmologists

when they evaluate or diagnose the fundus

images. While in [10] used image processing

techniques to extract the features and use

neural network for classification. The system

classified the image retinal condition whether it

is normal retina, moderate diabetic retinopathy,

severe diabetic retinopathy or proliferative

diabetic retinopathy. The system is running on

computer-based.

An intelligent decision support systems

(IDSS) is developed in [11], which helps

professionals helping to diagnose complex

problem situations on the example of

complicated pathologies of view. It integrated

Bayesian belief networks and Dempster-Shafer

method that allows using at diagnostics both

expert data, and numerical (probabilistic) data

in the result of measurements.

In [12] it utilizes a smartphone as a

platform for computer-aided diagnosis and

screening of Diabetic Retinopathy. The mobile

application captures the ophthalmoscope

images of the retina using a hand-held direct

ophthalmoscope that has been attached to the

smartphone camera, and applies pattern

recognition and statistical inference algorithms

to facilitate decision making for the initial

screening of Diabetic Retinopathy. An

intelligent mobile-based retinal disease

detection scheme with the integration of an

external microscope in the camera is

developed in [13]. The system is developed for

Android platform using a Neural Network as

the classifier. It also provided an energy

efficient algorithm based on the duty cycle

technique which also significantly optimizes

the power consumption of smartphones.

But these systems [12]-[13] use the

smartphone memories, which can be a handful

of job because smartphone memory usually is

more limited. A system model of e-health using

cloud computing is presented by [14]. It selected

queuing theory as the basic mean to model the

performance in to the cloud system. It also

combined two systems M/M/m in sequence.

While [15] provided a prototype implementation

of a mobile healthcare information management

system based on cloud computing and Android

OS. The system managed the patient health

records and medical images (supporting DICOM

and JPEG2000 code) and used Amazon’s S3

Cloud Storage Service.

By combining these two ideas, this paper

proposes to make a decision support system

using Android as a platform, cloud computing

and microscope lenses attached to the camera.

This system also proposes to classify the

picture of retina taken with smartphone

camera whether it is a normal retina, diabetic

retinopathy or cataract.

3. The Design of the System

This paper proposes an application with
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Android as the platform and cloud computing

to provide a support decision for retina

abnormalities or diseases.

The system use optimized classifier based

on feature elimination (OCFE) as the classifier

to classify the retinal images. OCFE is

combination of SVM-RFE and ReliefF

algorithm to classify the subset data. First,

the training data is filtered the data, rank the

data features according to the data importance.

SVM-RFE ranks the features data based on

the data weight vector. In this case OCFE is

used to classify the image data by training

images database. With this combination of

both algorithms will produce more accurate

result.

First, the OCFE algorithm is trained and

tested on desktop computer using retinal data

sets with healthy and infectious states. The

application also assembled in the desktop

computer. In the test stage, the classifier

algorithm is moved into cloud computing and

the application is installed to the smartphone.

Fig. 1. System’s Architecture

To obtain the real-time image of patient

retina, this paper proposes to use android

platform smartphone as the node which the

patient can use. With microscope lenses

attached to the phone camera the system can

get the retina image with good quality to

classify. After the image is obtained in the

smartphone, the application in the smartphone

send the image to the cloud computing. In the

cloud, the picture that has been received is

classified using OCFE algorithm. The result

then will be send back to the smartphone

where the client can see the result. The result

can be normal retina, drusen, cataract, or

diabetic retinopathy.

The application for the smartphone device

is assembled in the computer. If the API is

working well in the simulator, then the APK

is installed in the smartphone device. For the

simulation and application assemble the paper

use android as the main platform. Android is

an operating system for smartphone based on

the Linux kernel and currently developed by

Google. The advantage of using android is

android is an open source operating system

and there are many Android software

development kit (SDK) that people can use

easily. This paper use unity as the SDK to

develop the android application.

In the application which is installed in the

smartphone device, the application will accept

the retina picture from camera or the user can

choose the retina picture from the device’s

folder. The application then will process the

image, the selected image is compressed to be

32x32 pixels and transform it into a one

dimensional vector to store all pixel

information. After being transformed, the

image is sent to the cloud to be classified.

The classifier which is used in this paper,

OCFE, also tested and trained in the computer

environment before uploaded in to cloud. The

OCFE is tested and trained in the computer

using MATLAB.
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Fig. 2. Application’s Flowchart

Fig. 2 showed the flowchart of the running

system for decision support. The application in

the smartphone device will launch the

application and load the API. After that, the

user needs to select the image they want to

classify. There are two options for selecting

the image.

First option is if user chooses to use

existed retinal picture. The system will launch

the camera gallery and user can choose the

retinal picture from smartphone’s gallery.

Second option is if user chooses to take a

real-time retinal image using smartphone. The

system will launch the phone camera

application. User can take the picture with

smartphone’s camera which has been attached

by microscopic lens.

After the image is selected from the gallery

or taken from the camera, the application will

reprocess the image. The application resizes

the picture to be 32 x 32 pixels and transform

it in to a one dimensional vector. It will ease

the classification process and also will

increase the accuracy of the classification. The

application displays the classification result

and the diagnosis result from the cloud

computing system in the user smartphone

screen.

After being reprocessed, the retinal image

will be send over to the cloud system. The

retinal image is trained and classified in the

cloud system using OCFE as the classifier.

Once the classification process is done, the

result is send over back to the phone. The

application in the device displays the result on

the smartphone screen for the user.

For the cloud environment this paper

utilizing MapReduced technique for distributed

training phase of OCFE in the cloud.

MapReduced is containing mapper and reducer.

A mapper function is to receive a value pair

and generates a set of intermediate value

pairs. A reducer function is to merge all

intermediate values associated with the same

intermediate key or value [16]. By splitting

training set over the cloud computing

system’s data nodes, each subset is optimized

iteratively to find out a single global classifier.

Fig. 3. OCFE in Cloud

The training set of the algorithm is split

into subsets and each one is executed
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individually to get α values. The subset of

training data is combined with global support

vectors, then in the reduce step the training

data that have been merged is evaluated.

This paper is using Hadoop which perform

as the storage of training data and computing

for OCFE algorithm. In Hadoop the classifier

algorithm is applied using MATLAB. After

the result is done, the cloud computing sends

it to the application. The application then will

display the result to the user through the

device’s screen.

4. Simulation of system

4.1 Description of Data Sets

There are 2 data sets that employed in this

system, DIARETDB1 V2.1 [17] and STARE

[18] databases. DIARETDB1 V2.1 is used to

support the development of diabetic

retinopathy detection methods. STARE

database includes healthy and diseased retinal

images with various medical causes include

diabetes, Cataract and Drusen. In this paper

we focus to make a support decision system

utilizing and combining these two databases

as the training data to maximize the classify

result for support decision. The database

contains the combination of 45 images of

DIARETDB1 V2.1 and 201 images of STARE.

4.1.1 DIARETDB1 V2.1

DIARETDB1 V2.1 is the new data sets

version of DIARETDB0 and DIARETDB1. The

database contains digital images of eye fundus

and expert annotated ground truth for several

well-known diabetic fundus lesions (hard

exudates, soft exudates, microaneurysms and

hemorrhages). The database also contains 89

retina images of diabetic retinopathy patient.

Table 1. Example data from DIARETDB1 V2.1 database

Example test

images

Normal/

infected

Description

Infected Diabetic

Retinopathy

Infected Diabetic

Retinopathy

Infected Diabetic

Retinopathy

Infected Diabetic

Retinopathy

Infected Diabetic

Retinopathy

4.1.2 STARE

STARE (Structured Analysis of the Retina)

is containing 402 images of retina. An optical

camera is used to see through the pupil of the

eye to the rear inner surface of the eyeball.

The taken picture is showing the optic nerve,

fovea, surrounding vessels, and the retinal

layer which usually used to identify the retina

condition.
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Table 2. Example data from STARE database

System Simulation

Example test

images

Normal/

infected

Description

Normal None

Infected Drusen

Infected D i a b e t i c

Retinopathy

Infected Drusen

Infected D i a b e t i c

Retinopathy

First the application has to be installed in

the device or smartphone. The application is

assembled in the computer using JAVA

language in Unity to develop the API. Once

the API is working well in the computer

simulator, the APK is installed to the device.

The application role in the system is to

connect the interaction between user and cloud

system. User takes the retina picture with

android smartphone attached with microscopic

lenses, the application send the image to the

cloud computing system to be classified.

For the OCFE classifier, which is

combination between ReliefF algorithm and

SVM-RFE, is assembled in the computer

using MATLAB before uploaded to the cloud.

In the cloud computing is where the

classifying of user’s retina image from the

device is done. The training data that used to

classify the user’s retina image is also

uploaded to the cloud. In this paper, the

training data database is combination of

DIARETDB1 V2.1 and STARE.

In [13] used Neural Network algorithm to

classify the retinal image and use the

smartphone’s memory to store the training

data. The classifying process also executed in

the smartphone. While in this paper used

OCFE algorithm as the classifier and the

training data also the classifying process is

executed in cloud environment.

Fig.4 showed the difference of CPU and

RAM consumption between the proposed

method and [13] method. In [13] method

which is using Neural Network and the

smartphone for storing the data and execute

the classifying process, it consumed 17% of

CPU and 2% of RAM. While in the proposed

method which is using OCFE as the classifier

and cloud for storing the training data and

executed the classifying process, it consumed

8% of CPU and 2% of RAM.

Fig. 4. CPU and RAM Consumption
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Fig. 7. Classifier accuracy comparison

It showed that the existing method

consumed more CPU percentage than the

proposed method in this paper, while it

consumed the same amount of RAM

consumption. It occurred because in the

existing method the classifying process is

executed in the smartphone while in the

proposed method in this paper the classifying

process is executed in the cloud. So it reduces

the process that occurred in the smartphone

and reduce the CPU consumption. With the

use of cloud it ease the work of smartphone

CPU with the same amount of RAM used.

Fig. 5. Classifier average accuracy and error rate

Fig.5 showed each of the classifier average

accuracy and each of the classifier error rate.

The accuracy can be calculated with this

equation:

Accuracy = 1 – error rate*100 (1)

Neural Network classifier average accuracy

is 70% while OCFE average accuracy is 88%.

OCFE average accuracy is higher than Neural

Network. Neural Network classifier average

error rate is 0.313542 while OCFE average

error rate 0.124235. OCFE error rate is lower

than Neural Network.

Fig. 6. Classifier error rate comparison

Fig.6 showed the OCFE classifier error rate

based on number of features and the Neural

Network error rate based on number of hidden

layer. OCFE showed that it has more

stabilized error rate than Neural Network

which has more dynamic error rate. Figure 6

also showed that OCFE has lower error rate

because it stabilized under 0.5 with the highest

error rate point on number of feature 4. While

Neural Network has dynamic error rate that in

192 hidden layer the error rate jumped above

0.5 reaching 0.7 point of error rate.

Fig.7 showed the OCFE classifier accuracy

based on number of features and the Neural

Network accuracy based on number of hidden

layer. Similar result with the error rate, OCFE

has more stabilized accuracy than Neural

Network which has more dynamic accuracy

result. OCFE highest accuracy point is 0.91 point

or 91% accuracy. While Neural Network highest

accuracy point is 0.9 or 90% accuracy. OCFE

reached highest accuracy point on 3 numbers of
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features: 64, 128 and 160. While Neural Network

classifier reached highest accuracy point just on

number of hidden layer 256.

The results mentioned above have proved

that OCFE is better as a classifier than

Neural Network. OCFE has higher average

accuracy with 88% and lower average error

rate with 12% than Neural Network which

has average accuracy 70% and error rate 12%.

OCFE also has more stabilized and lower

error rate based on number of features than

Neural Network which has more dynamic error

rate based on hidden layer. OCFE highest

error rate based on number of feature is 0.22

which occurred when the number of feature is

4 and the lowest is 0.09 which occurred when

the number of features are 64, 128 and 160.

While Neural Network highest error rate based

on number of hidden layer is 0.7 which

occurred when the number of hidden layer is

192 and the lowest is 0.1 which occurred when

the number of hidden layer is 160.

Similar with error rate, OCFE also has

more stabilized and higher accuracy based on

number of features than Neural Network

which has more dynamic accuracy based on

number of hidden layer. OCFE highest

accuracy is 91% which occurred on 3 numbers

of features: 64,128 and 160. While Neural

Network highest accuracy is 90% which

occurred when number of hidden layer is 256.

Table 4. Time elapsed to get the result

Time elapsed

Using Neural Network and

smartphone memory
8.68 seconds

Using OCFE and cloud 13.3 seconds

Table 4 presented the time elapsed to get

the result of the system. The [13] system

which is using neural network and

smartphone memory is taking 8.68 seconds,

while this paper proposed system which is

using OCFE classifier and cloud is taking 13.3

seconds. The proposed method is indeed

taking longer time than [13] because it need

to send the picture to the cloud and being

processed further more in the cloud before

send it back to the device.

But this paper proposed method is still

better because it used lesser CPU power than

the existing method while using the same

amount of RAM, and also the classifier that

this paper used, OCFE, has higher accuracy

and lower error rate than the classifier that

used in the existing system, Neural Network.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposes a system using an

android as the platform. Using microscopic

lenses attached to the phone’s camera, so it

could capture the best quality of retina image.

The retina image will be identified whether it

is a normal retina, cataract, diabetic

retinopathy or drusen. An application is

installed in the android smartphone. The

application role is to send the user’s retinal

image to the cloud system to be classified.

The classifying process to identify the

abnormalities or retinal disease is done in the

cloud environment using OCFE (optimized

classifier based on feature elimination)

algorithm. The databases of the training data

are also saved in the cloud system. This

system is using combination of two databases,

DIARETDB1 V2.1 and STARE. DIARETDB1

V2.1 contains retinal images of diabetic

retinopathy patients that captured using fundus
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camera. STARE database contains retinal

images including normal, diabetic retinopathy

and drusen that also captured using fundus

camera. The used database in this paper

contains the combination of 45 images of

DIARETDB1 V2.1 and 201 images of STARE.

After the classifying process is done, the

result sent to the smartphone. The user can

see the result through the application.

This system average accuracy is 88%,

while the average error rate is 0.124235. This

system classifier, OCFE, highest error rate

based on number of feature is 0.22 which

occurred when the number of feature is 4 and

the lowest is 0.09 which occurred when the

number of features are 64, 128 and 160. OCFE

highest accuracy based on the number of

features is 91% which occurred on 3 numbers

of features: 64,128 and 160.

The time elapsed to get the result of the

system is 13.3 seconds. The proposed method

is indeed taking longer time because it need

to send the picture to the cloud and being

processed further more in the cloud before

send it back to the device. But this paper

proposed method is still better because it used

lesser CPU power than the existing method

while using the same amount of RAM.
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